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5. Cooperation and Society
1. Services
- Meetings
- Fuel Dispensers
- MOUs
- Non-Automatic Weigh Instruments
- Projects
- Road Tankers
- Charities
- Pre-package Products
- Social Activities
- Working Standards Maintenance
2. Legal Enforcements
- Prakas (Proclamation) on technical regulations
- Technical Procedures on Metrology
- Offense Enforcement Documents
NMC
3. Stakeholder understanding
Building trust for people!
- Monthly Meeting
- Consultancy Support
- Industry And Factory Inspection
- Workshop, Seminar,Training Course, Public Forum
- Publication through Webpage, Media, Banner, Booklet
4. Private sector/government agencies
- Manufacturer Expectation
- Institutional Support
- Satisfaction Responds to Our Services
- Created Credible environment On The Use of Metrological In Trade Transaction And Industry

FUTURE FOCUS 2018 AND BEYOND
 Strengthening the implement Cambodia Metrology Law and
legal regulations for trade in Metrological fields.
 Increasing and strengthening the capacity of technical officials.
 Developing the working standards.
 Encouraging the cooperation and advocating the existing project
 Continuing to integrate Cambodia’s legal metrology to ASEAN
and the world.

Verification:
-Continue to advocate the verification of
instruments, road tankers, weighbridges, fuel dispensers, pre-packaged
products and analog scales.
-Encourage to implement the legal regulations of Electronic and Water
Meters.
-Create more legal norms to control other metrological instruments.
Environment and Trade Protection:
-Publish all issues involve citizen’s
ignorance on metrology field.
-Strictly punish offenses with affected
to trade.

Integration and Harmonization:
- Encourage to integrate all legal regulations
and norms harmoniously in ASEAN and
international verification fields.
-Create network in the field of technology in
order to solve any technical problems.
Cooperation and Project:
- Continue to advocate the existing projects to achieve
the plan in legal metrology and participate meeting, workshop..
- Looking for partners from local and international private sector
to participate in the free market.
METROLOGY
- Encourage the existing efficiency and establish new cooperation.

Official’s capacity:
- Continue to send technical officials for training in both
ASEAN and International countries.
- Increase local training to strengthen provincial officials'
capacity building.
- Research, collect and translate all foreign documents to
compile foundation lesson on technical.
Working standards:
- maintain all existing standards to promote the stability
of quality
- Find more standards to faciclitate technical verification
of owner's instruments
- Encourage to educate the existing standards to make in
services.
Commitment:
- National Metrology Centre willing to advocate all
visions in metrology field.
National Metrology Centre (NMC)
No. 205 National Road 5, Sangkat Km 6,
Khan Russey Keo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Tel / Fax: (855)23 23 02 11,23 42 66 03
Mr. Khlaut Ousa
Director, Department of Legal Metrology, NMC
Email: khlautousa345@gmail.com
Mobile telephone: +855 77 533 334

